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FTU Hosts BOR Meeting

By Dana Eagles

The Board of Regents of the State University System meeting at FTU's Village Center Monday threw out further consideration of a proposal by the panel's finance committee to eliminate the lower divisions at FTU and the University of South Florida at Tampa as a cost-cutting measure.

The decision came on a wave of widespread criticism from students, parents, community leaders and state university politicians both from within and around the state.

The capacity crowds and demonstrations to protest the proposed action predicted by some student leaders never materialized, as skepticism increased over whether the action was actually being seriously considered by the Regents or was merely a "power play" to make BOR Chairman Marshall Criser brought the crowd to order several times during the meeting, accepting the vested interest of those attending; but urging patience in order to "get all the facts." Criser opened the session calling the business of the meeting one-faced problem but a "many-faceted problem" and said the Regents were not to determine "panaceas, but solutions for the times.

He then asked if the bright television lighting stationed at both sides of the assembly room could be turned off in the interest of those listening to the university. There was no response from the audience.

The board approved the plan to reduce spending for the fiscal year to an adjusted level of 2.6 percent, after a poll of several university presidents requested by Regent Chester Ferguson, including FTU President Charles Millican.

In addition, Maust reported, State Education Commissioner Ralph Furingtong advised the SUS to make a further cut of ten million dollars from the 1974-75 budget in planning for the new financial year. The board approved a priority list slicing $78 million from next year's projected request.

The question was called to vote on elimination of the lower division question as a viable proposal after only one speaker commented.

The vote was five for and two against, with Regents Harris and Kippler voting to keep the measure intact as a proposal.

In other actions, the BOR lifted the ban on admissions of transfer students statewide, and approved hikes in University of Florida housing fees and an agreement for distribution of patent proceeds on a device invented by three FTU Engineering professors.

Relief was expressed on the FTU campus as the proposed action was defeated. The recommendation had drawn fire from many sources, among them ninth district Congressman Lou Frey, who called it "ill-advised, ill-conceived, and unfair..."

None of the recommendations proved popular with the boisterous half week debate that followed their release.

One regent Monday, however, said that from the start they were "highly negative" and had become "widely misinterpreted" by the public.

A fee management type con­tract provides little incentive for a company to operate efficiently in, effect, FTU is paying the "white-glove guaranteeing con­tractor profits. This is readily evident to the University, which has suffered operating losses for the past several years.

Another reason, which is a new profit-loss type contract will be bed sometime in March or early April. With the selected con­tractor commencing operation at the beginning of the summer quarter.

The new contract will specify that the contractor will assume all risks of operating on either a profit or loss basis.

"Under this system, the University need no longer run the risk of losing money," the contractor will be forced to provide an efficient, quality food service if he plans to make a profit.

He will have to merchandise his program and offer a variety of specials to a much greater extent than is currently being done. I think it will all, the FTU food service will improve greatly as a result of the change benefiting not only the resident students, but the entire University community."

Williams indicated that ap­parently there are several companies interested in bidding on the new contract with Mission, Inc. at the close of the spring quarter this year.

Williams cited several factors which prompted the decision. "We are mainly dissatisfied with the type of contract more than anything else. Basically, it's a cost-plus contract. The con­tractor bills us for their expenses of operation, then adds the profit. The profit is currently costing us more than $20,000 per year."
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DELTA TAU DELTA
Delta Tau would like to thank Delta Brother Gary Anderson and all of his hard working assistants for making last week’s Homecoming such a great success.
Everyone hopes it becomes a strong annual event worthy of our strong basketball team — CONGRATULATIONS!

Congratulations are also in order for Mike Walters, who led Delta Tau to victory in the Mr. Legs contest.
This week marked the installment of new Delt officers and the arrival of Keith Stiener, a national.
TaU Kappa Epsilon.
Tea...Spirit received both the Outstanding Award for Homecoming last week’s events for Tyes. Three Chapters are happy to have Startzman.

Upcoming events for Tyes include the selling of trinkets, a visit to the Medie Home and a Mother-Daughter Tea.
TAU KAPPAM EPHISON
TKE would like to congratulate Mike Douglas and Dave Miller for winning the Brotherhood of Tau Kappa Epsilon.

TAU KAPPAM EPHISON
TKE would like to congratulate Mike Douglas and Dave Miller for winning the Brotherhood of Tau Kappa Epsilon.

This week TKE was represented by Joe Gibson, Jay Ferguson, Jim Nickson and Tom Harrington in the Homecoming skit. TKE also presented a float which was assembled with the help of everyone.
The Homecoming game had TKE in force to the most exciting game of the century. Andy Flynn, of all the fraternity, had hoarse voices after the game.

This weekend is TKE Culture Week. Last week TKE raised $390 in a car wash for the Housing Fund.

SINGCHI
The Sigma welcomes the visit of Assistant Executive Secretary Roger Bigham to the Eta Chi Chapter, on February 15-16. February 9 and 11, the fraternity will be selling tickets to the Valentine Day celebration at Disney World in the Village Center. The profits received will go into the Fraternity Row Housing Fund.
Welcome to new pledges Tony BWwell, Tyler Hayes, Rich Varnish, Sandy Levine and Rob Startzman.

Last week in sports, SX I held up its perfect record in wins over FRA, 60-59, and UTD, 72-39. SXI had only one game last week, which they lost to the Individuals, 42-21.
Remember - only four more weeks ‘til the Bath Tub Regatta, March 8 at Lake Fairview.

LAMDA CHI ALPHA
The Beta Eta chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha is proud to announce the initiation of its new brothers to bring the total membership to 124. Lambda Chi would like to thank Zeta Tau Alpha for one fun night by helping their float for the Homecoming Parade last Friday morning.

Lambda Chi Alpha is proud to announce the invitation of its new brothers to bring the total membership to 124. Lambda Chi would like to thank Zeta Tau Alpha for one fun night by helping their float for the Homecoming Parade last Friday morning. The brothers are all going to spend the weekend, with festivities including a banquet.

EUROPE BOUND IN ’75?

wouldn’t you rather come with us?
Last year over 200,000 students traveled to Europe, did the translation flaw in a sweater because it cost about $20.00? This year our group will be in London in I.E.S. for 3 weeks, and 2 weeks for the rest of the year. Last year there were two

Don’t only let your wife fly with us, but you can also join! Take your choice of dates for 3/1-3/15, 3/20-4/15 week crossing the ocean, and all flights from Europe being nonstop. Fares are fully registered fees. Under 21 only receive 2.5 government subsidies in some cases. All flights are fully nonstop, except for I.E.S. week staying in London for the weekend, 110 and 101 is your requirement. As long as you are registered for a few weekend stays before you leave.

IFC Rush Committee is having meetings on Friday, 2/19 from 7:30 to 8:30. Any Fraternity member who is qualified for that position, contact Dave or Jim or their respective IFC member.

Greek Week plans have not been formalized as yet. The Central Committee for Greek Week needs people who have ideas or suggestions.
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Astrology Classes To Begin

Richard Stewart Bell, an Orlando-based astrologer, studies the phenomenon as a science.

As a teacher, writer and lecturer on the subject in which he has immersed himself for the past seven years, Bell next week begins a series of classes in Orlando to clear away the myths and mysticism concerning astrology by presenting the facts to the interested public.

The class which begins February 13, is now open for registration by contacting Larry Werts at 461-2837.

Dr. J. Edison Andrews of Tallahassee states that more post-operative bleeding occurs from the new moon in the third quarter. The Record Corporation of America (RCA) studies planetary configurations to predict severe electro-magnetic storms.

This evidence and more has been compiled by Richard Bell who plans to use it in what he hopes will be a successful series of class sessions to try to convince a sometimes skeptical public that astrology is for real.

More horizons are opening for the astrologer, including national syndication of his column, beginning in March. The column, which has been published by the Tico Times, a Costa Rican English-language newspaper, is unique in its league in that it features a question and answer format along with the regular forecast.

Bell's column, "Dear Astrologer," begins this week in the Florida Times.

In the past decade, scientific research has supported astrology, an ancient science that has been used as a tool for predicting the future and understanding human temperament. Since the dawn of man, a belief that the sun, moon, and planets affect man is no longer unscientific.

European studies have shown that the planets in our solar system are linked to genetics and an individual's physiological complexes and physiological phenomena has made the study fashionable.

"What's your sign?" is perhaps the most often heard question at many parties. Everyone knows what sign of the Zodiac they belong to and in addition to knowing their "sun sign," many know their "moon sign" and "ascending sign."

Astrology was used by Carl Jung, a Swiss psychoanalyst who contributed the terms "introvert" and "extravert" to our modern vocabularies.

In his practice, it was a standard procedure to find the horoscope of the client to pinpoint psychological complexes and then to apply the psycho-analytic technique to resolve the conflicts explained by the horoscope.

Comparisons of horoscopes shows how people will get along together, says Bell and the wise couple who have marriage plans would make a sound move in having their respective horoscopes compared to see their endurance and long-range compatibility.

Bell, whose wife graduated from FTU, notes that forecasting the future is another use of astrology, perhaps the most popular, but that astrology has tremendous value in psychology and bio-physics.

In the past decade, scientific research has revealed that the heavenly bodies have some bearing on life here on earth.

European statistical studies have linked the planets to genetics and career selection.


Dr. Franklin Crawford of Northwestern University has discovered that plants and animals seem to be controlled by external forces termed "cosmic forces," rhythms from the sun and moon.

Financial stocks at the University of Miami have shown that during certain planetary configurations, admissions to hospitals increase and that man human excitability is accentuated, resulting in higher crime rates and abnormal behavior.

The class which begins February 13, is now open for registration by contacting Larry Werts at 461-2837.

The popular astrology columns in newspapers around the world, plus the renaissance in astrology in intellectual circles in Europe and the U.S., astrology is a popular subject for conversation.

"With your planets to genetics and animals seem to be controlled by astrology, perhaps the most popular, but that astrology has been used as a tool for predicting the future and understanding human temperament.

"What's your sign?" is perhaps the most often heard question at many parties. Everyone knows what sign of the Zodiac they belong to and in addition to knowing their "sun sign," many know their "moon sign" and "ascending sign."

Astrology was used by Carl Jung, a Swiss psychoanalyst who contributed the terms "introvert" and "extravert" to our modern vocabularies.

In his practice, it was a standard procedure to find the horoscope of the client to pinpoint psychological complexes and then to apply the psycho-analytic technique to resolve the conflicts explained by the horoscope.

Comparisons of horoscopes shows how people will get along together, says Bell and the wise couple who have marriage plans would make a sound move in having their respective horoscopes compared to see their endurance and long-range compatibility.

Bell, whose wife graduated from FTU, notes that forecasting the future is another use of astrology, perhaps the most popular, but that astrology has tremendous value in psychology and bio-physics.

In the past decade, scientific research has revealed that the heavenly bodies have some bearing on life here on earth.

European statistical studies have linked the planets to genetics and career selection.


Dr. Franklin Crawford of Northwestern University has discovered that plants and animals seem to be controlled by external forces termed "cosmic forces," rhythms from the sun and moon.

Financial stocks at the University of Miami have shown that during certain planetary configurations, admissions to hospitals increase and that man human excitability is accentuated, resulting in higher crime rates and abnormal behavior.

The class which begins February 13, is now open for registration by contacting Larry Werts at 461-2837.
Editorial

By Dana Eagles

Hindsight is always 20-20, but one wonders if the public did not overreact to the fateful proposal of the Board of Regents to abort the continued growth of FTU by removing half its members, and when the news leaked, it had some possibly well-intentioned Regents scouring under their conference table for cover. There are still unanswered questions, such as whether or not anyone in high places took the notion seriously in the first place. Without that knowledge, however, the community retaliated as if the idea itself was a death certificate for FTU's lower division, and the defense was in Battle of Britain-like proportions. The Regents' secretary stated he had never seen such a reaction in his entire career; Marshall Crisler's 'relations of the times' wanting for a place on the calendar.

But the dismaying thing about Monday's fiasco was not the proposal itself, albeit an ill-conceived and superficial answer, not the Regents themselves, although their comments and actions were at least politically unsavory, but the underlying refusal by those very costs are here should have been concerned rather than volatile about concern that their recommendations to accept the grave financial realities of running a system of state universities with inflation, recession, an economy-motivated funding system, and a budget cut far below the figure that existed before things really got bad.

Just as disconcerting is the attitude projected by some that the state owes the average citizen a higher education by virtue of his citizenship, while the tuition paid by the consumer is an almost miniscule portion of the total expense. In brief, the public university student is not in the greatest bargaining position to demand anything except what is guaranteed to him by law, and should place some respect in executive body that is underwriting his future.

As other administrators were making arrogant complaints and demands about the difficulties imposed, FTU's President Millican told the board he would do his best to work under the conditions and somehow we would make it through. He was not about to waste time wishing the problems were not there.

Of course there will be hardships; there is much to do and very little money. But we are convinced that the Board is interested in the overall picture of making it through the low revenue period, though they are vulnerable if error.

If you're tired of hearing about biting the bullet, just don't bite the hand that feeds.

Millican's Letter

To: The University Community

Now that the question of eliminating freshmen and sophomores at FTU and USF has been led to rest by the vote of the Florida Board of Regents yesterday, we want to express our appreciation to the entire FTU faculty, staff, and students for the excellent cooperation in working together to resolve this problem and for the fine way in which everyone conducted themselves at the meeting.

As one of you so aptly stated in a communication to me last week, now the faculty can get back to the business of teaching and the students to the matter of learning!

Charles N. Millican
President

DELTA TAU DELTA'S HOMECOMING CANDIDATE

Dana Scott Eagles
Assistant Editor
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Marathon Art

A comprehensive exhibition this month at the Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, titled Marathon Art, focuses national attention on the art and innovative concepts of FTU faculty artists Steve Loz, Johann Kyflets, and Walter Gwiddek.

In cast stone, bronze and inflatable rubber sculpture, as well as enormous paintings and drawings, the exhibition documents the achievements of these three artists who originated the idea of applying the marathon format to the production of contemporary works of art in public events.

Marathon Art has recently been recognized by a nationally broadcast documentary featuring the FTU artists' "Space Cathedral" and by their participation as the only American University art department represented at the 1972 Olympics in Munich.

NAACP

Wille Williams, president of the Student Council of Student Governments of Florida, the organization was formed January 21 in Tallahassee, chaired by Robert Michael Jordan, with Jon Pietrasky as executive director.

The council lists as its major goals the promotion of educational training and participation in student government and the economic and industrial development of the state through college and business cooperation.

Main proposals for action for the newly-created board include the establishment of a state headquarters in Tallahassee and a state center for student journalism.

Jordan stated, "This council will be a Florida first in terms of structuring the Florida state college student governments in independence and effectiveness on the student government level."

SG Council Created

A council of university and college student governments has been created, acting as its purpose "to strengthen student government and preserve its role in the governmental system in the state of Florida and forcefully express the views of student government."

Main proposals for action for the newly-created board include the establishment of the Florida Student Lobby, establishment of a state headquarters in Tallahassee and a state center for student journalism.

Jordan stated, "This council will be a Florida first in terms of structuring the Florida state college student governments in independence and effectiveness on the student government level."

Student Lobby Formulating

"The organization of a Florida Student Lobby is now in the "formative stages," according to Mr. Potts, president of the Student Council of Student Governments of Florida."

Even though students have been working in lobbying efforts, we still have been fairly successful. We could be so much more effective if an organized lobby was put together," said Potts.

The purpose of the organization will be to influence or influence legislation in the best interest of Florida students to provide the Florida Legislative with vital facts and data to benefit the needs of students and to benefit the state education system as a whole. Potts said lobbying efforts in the state legislature.

"Student lobbies in other states have been very successful," Potts said.

The Florida Student Lobby, which has been in the works for nine months, will hopefully be in operation by early March for the state legislative session in April.

There are nine state universities and numerous junior colleges and private colleges and institutions located throughout the state. Membership in the lobby is on a written membership form.

Any institution of higher education in Florida may become a sponsoring member and will be eligible for a position on the Board of Directors.

Any individual student or citizen of Florida may join the lobby as a supporting member, at a rate of ten dollars annually.

The FTU Student Senate has appropriated eight hundred and eighty dollars for FTU to become a sponsoring member of the lobby, according to Potts.

The Florida Student Lobby Board of Directors will consist of ten persons elected annually from the sponsoring members SG presidents or their designates will be eligible to serve as a director.

An office will be established in Tallahassee for the three months during the legislative session, with full-time positions of managing director, assistant director and clerk/cashier in operation.

"These employees will act as the coordinating backbone of the lobby," Potts said.

They will collect and prepare information to send to SG presidents of member schools.

"We're now seeking applicants for the various positions," Potts continued. Any interested person who feels qualified for one of the positions is urged to come by the SG office for further information.

The student lobby can be a tremendous asset to the student body, with direct and indirect benefits with regard to such things as Board of Regents' efforts, tuition changes and available monies for loans and grants," Potts concluded.

"Get on the WAGON With Us!!

YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY AT HAYSTACK!

"we only LOOK expensive!!

- pools saunas
- tennis courts volleyball court
- 3 club houses basketball court

...NOW A FULL-TIME SOCIAL DIRECTOR!

One Bedroom
Rent...$72.50 ea. (per month)

Two Bedroom
Rent...$87.50 ea. (per month)

Based Upon Double Occupancy
Tickets For The

Citrus

Open

Two Final Rounds
March 8 & 9
$3.50

Student GOV'T Offices VC 205

FREE!!!

BUS TRANSPORTATION TO TAMPA
FTU vs. USF
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 17
PLEASE SIGN UP IN VC 205 BY THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
HELP WANTED

Rented Live-in companion, southside Orlando, private room, board if desired, with use of home and kitchen. Prefer female, non-smokers. Call 631-7425.

LOST & FOUND

Lost FTU class ring '74. Gold with Lambda Chi Alpha inset in the stone. If found, call Perry Coleman at 275-4544 or 275-4545. Initials PJC inside ring - REWARD OFFERED.

WANTED

Lady desires small quaint house, with screened porch (and fenced rear yard). Would like a quiet, but not remote location. Reasonable rental is a prerequisite as is a Min. 1 availability date. Property will be well cared for. Call 423-2229 after 6:00 p.m.

RHA offers a $10 REWARD for any information leading to the recovery of the mural stolen at the dance. Call 275-2803, 2139, or 272.

STUDENTS! Earn while you learn. Part-time contact work affords extra income. For interviews, call Jo or Tom Edwards at 855-4816.

FOR RENT

SLEEP IN SCOTT'S ARMS

Less than one mile from FTU and yet convenient to Oviedo's many services, 11640 Mendel Drive, off Alafaya Trail. Furnished 1 bedroom apt., for $140 month. Quiet, well maintained. For additional information, call 358-5585.

ROOM FOR RENT at $12.50 per week. Private entrance, 2 miles to FTU, call 279-2712 after 3:00 p.m.

DUPLEXES - furnished or unfurnished, 4 miles north of FTU on Alafia Trail at Mitchell Hammock Road in Ridgefield. Reasonable rates at RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE. Call 357-3721, anytime.

For Rent across from FTU - deluxe furnished 1 or 2 bedroom apt. with private patio. Furnished kitchen includes dishwasher and garbage disposal. Starts as low as $65 per person. For more information call Eric at 277-4825 between 5:00 and 8:00 p.m.

PINE ISLE MOBILE HOME PARK -located just 10 minutes from FTU, we offer spacious lots in natural wooded surroundings. There are no entrance fees and your first months rent is free! The special student rates of $50 per month covers water, gas, and electric.

FOR RENT

Professional typing done at home reasonable rates. Call anytime for Sue Fisher at 645-4537.

Classes in psychic development. For information call Rev. Finzer at 567-5796.

INTERNATIONAL CAREER?

A representative will be on the campus Tuesday, February 11, 1975 to discuss qualifications for advanced study at AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL and job opportunities in the field of INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT.

Interviews may be scheduled at the PLACEMENT OFFICE.

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306

TUTORING AVAILABLE

in college level English, Social Science and Business sub-jects. Reasonable rates.

SERVICES

Expert typing and editing done on the incomparable IBM Executive (print type). Theses, term papers, many legal returns, business letters done to conform to recognized style requirements. Call Kathy Bowen at 882-5305.

Will do your typing in my home, 50 cents per page, punctuation must be included. Please call Pam at 568-2336.

ASTROLOGY CLASSES now forming, call 631-8397 for information. Famous astrological writer and forecaster to give accelerated course.

TUTORING AVAILABLE in college level English, Social Science and Business subjects. Reasonable rates.
student government
ticket subsidy program
has expanded!!

Tickets Are Now Available For All
EASTERN FEDERAL THEATRES INCLUDING:
Northgate 1, 2, 3, 4,
Conway 1, 2
Orange Blossom 1, 2
$1.25

Other movie subsidies include:
University Drive-In
Wometco Park East & West
Colony
Beacham
Plaza Rocking Chairs 1, 2

VC 216 9:00 am  VC 216 4:00 pm
VC 216 Mon.  VC 216 Fri.  VC 216

Once Upon A Stage
Dinner Theatre
Tickets Good Only Tue, Wed, Thurs, & Sun

$5.00 Includes
Dinner & Show
VC 205
Dr. Goldstein Holds National Recognition

By Vicki Blanchfield

Following an impressive industrial engineering career and outstanding instruction at the College of Engineering at FTU, Dr. Ernst M. Goldstein has received recognition in the 1974-75 edition of "Outstanding Educators of America."

Goldstein was born in Berlin, Germany and earned his Ph.D. chemistry from the Technological University at Berlin.

The professor added, "I enjoy teaching here very much. I have met many very nice students and faculty members. There is very close cooperation here between professors.

Students have twice honored Goldstein by voting him the "Outstanding Professor" in the College of Engineering in 1969 and 1970. He stated his opinion concerning the proposed solar energy program, "It's definitely an extremely important program. But rather long-range. Many crucial problems still remain to be solved."

"Nuclear energy is a more short-range program for which promises more immediate results."

Goldstein expressed particular interest in the potential of geothermal energy. "This type of energy has great appeal to me," he explained, "There are steam wells in the U.S. that once were only worth attention. This steam that rose to the earth is now being used for driving turbines and making energy."

He optimistically said, "This is a very useful way to get more energy in this country without burning oil."

In addition to his academic career, Goldstein has many publications to his credit and two patents on nickel-cobalt separation, which resulted from his work with the government. This discovery has great industrial importance.

The professor is very community-minded too, and has repeatedly accepted speaking engagement invitations from civic organizations. He is also a metric consultant for the Orlando area.

He was the recipient of the Presidential Award of the American Society for Metals.

Dr. Ernst M. Goldstein, FTU Professor, has received recognition in the 1974-75 edition of "Outstanding Educators of America."

Dear Astrologer

By Richard Stewart Stein Last Quarter - New Moon

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Bell, a professional astrologer, joins our staff this week as a special columnist. This column will be syndicated nationally beginning in March. Read Mr. Bell's views on the horoscope on page 3 of this week's FTU's PRESS.

In the last quarter of the lunar cycle, people tend to relax more and postpone major activities. On the other hand, the 11th, this week's changes and everyone feels the urge to get the job done.

This week is favorable for Gemini, Leo, Leo, Sagittarius, and Aries.

Taurus, Scorpio, Capricorn and Cancer are in a stage of adjustment to environmental circumstances.

Virgo and Pisces are highlighted for major turning points in their lives that will turn out better for them in the long run.

GENERAL FORECAST

Friends: Friends and associates hold the key to the solution to some of your problems. Help is offered if you ask. Outdoors, February 7: Opportunities: A sunny day.

Taurus: Career and your place in the world is under some stress. But don't go slowly, but surely. Plans may need to be revamped. Progress on the 7th-9th, shift in affairs on the 11th.

 Gemini: Langauge plans and creative initiatives are favored. Friends are a source of good ideas. Best days are the 11th-13th.

Cancer: Family problems and some irritations need to be put aside so that you can focus on career matters. Discipline yourself to stick to your limitations. Proper attitude is the key.

Leos: This is a turning point in your affairs. The bottom part of your year is favorable. There is only one way to go and that is up, so get going. Best days are 10 and 11th.

Virgo: Analyze and realize that action is what you chiefly need now. The time for thinking has to help from the "do it" department. You're lucky that Mars favors you so that your energy level will be on the rise. Best days are the 7th-9th.

Libra: Creative cycle is high. Do something original and reap the rewards of the imaginative approach. Some conflict in surroundings, however you have the desire through without getting too involved. Good days are the 9th-10th.

Scorpio: Home and family matters are stressed. Look at security matters and think that all is O.K. Best days are 12th and 13th. Social invitations can come your way.

Sagittarius: Your mind is restless and friends offer the proper outlet for your energies. Money issues may need more work. Don't sign contracts, especially sales contracts, and close deals can keep you hopping.

Capricorn: Family problems and some irritations need to be put aside so that you can focus on career matters. Discipline yourself to stick to your limitations. Proper attitude is the key.

Aquarius: The spotlight is on you. Put your best foot forward and you will find things going your way. Best days are 9th-10th. Friends will be in good spirits or you will improve their mood.

Pisces: Things that you have done in the past come home to roost this next week. The time is not to attend to any matters on which you have procrastinated.

Dr. Richard M. Goldstein has been promoted to the rank of Professor. Goldstein explained why he accepted FTU's offer, "I thought that sharing my industrial experience could be useful to the younger generation."

His teaching capacity here at FTU this quarter include three courses: Oceanography and Outer Space, Physical Geography and Structure of Materials, although he stated that, "By education I am a chemist."

Ask to compare FTU's engineering program to others in the State he commented, "I taught at Valencia and Florida Southern prior to coming to FTU, and I must say that this school has the best program of the three institutions."

Oviedo Child Care

under new ownership

NURSERY TODDLERS

PRE-SCHOOL KINDERGARTEN

Weekly, Daily, Hourly Rates

Open 6:45 a.m. Monday thru Thursday

387 W. Broadway 365-5621

WORD POWER Through Vocabulary Study

The Developmental Center now has The Bergen-Evans Vocabulary Building System - An interesting, effective, audio-tape - color film strip study for mastery of College level vocabulary.

Study groups will meet two hours per week: Once on Mondays or Tuesdays at 1, 10, or 11 a.m.; Once Thursdays or Fridays at 9, 10, or 11.

Excellent for general vocabulary development, or for GRE, LSAT, MCAT, or DAT candidates.

A Free Service To FTU Students By The Developmental Center

Residence C Room 108
The FTU tennis team got an overtime victory last Sunday afternoon as the men's doubles teamuples kept the Knights unblemished hosting FTU, 2-0.

The loss was the first in five matches for Davis, who saw their four game winning streak come to an abrupt halt.

The fact that All-American Pavel Gorley lost for the first time to the Wildcats, 21-4 and ranked 16th nationally, was bad enough but was made worse by Raymond returning with salt to the wound as his two younger partners and exhibited their championship technique.

Jim, a freshman, represented the highlight of the 1972 Olympics at 120 where Joe finished second in last year's tournament before losing only a single match.

Van DeZeeuw, also destined for the All-American honors this year, appeared in the East West Wrestling Classic in Oklahoma City. Monday night.

In the match against Scott Stevens, Jim had complete control of the game and an easy 165 win in the 120-pound match. The win kept IMU undefeated.

By Joe De Salvo

It was a race between Mother Nature and the FTU tennis team. Last Friday afternoon in their home opener against Samford University, at the end, Mother Nature prevailed.

After trailing 6-3 in the singles competition, the Knights were in the midst of a tremendous comeback when darkness quickly descended over the FTU courts.

A mutual agreement between FTU coach, Lex Wood and Samford coach Turner Hagadot , the exciting match was called a tie. When the match was called the Knights were in mid position to take an additional doubles to pull out their first win of the 29-match schedule.

It was three good, respectable, double teams, said Wood after watching the two teams run the courts for over four hours. The doubles took the three matches but the lack of lighting forced us to make the decision, added a disappointed Wood.

In the No. 1 doubles, a flip bitten Mike DeZeeuw reached back for his second wind along with partner Nate Smith to rebound from losing four first set loss, to take the second set 6-4. In the No. 2 singles, where Lucci, who hit the lifetime 6-1, 7-6 decision from Van Riemersdijk, was a one point away from taking the tie-braker in the third set, leading 6-6, Davis sunk back to win 9-6.

Lucci looked like he won the match but he made silly mistakes. Some points were a matter of inches, said a sympathetic Wood.

FTU tennis following their win at No. 2 as Smith took a 4-6,6-1,7-6 decision from Horon. Smith had a comfortable 5-1 lead in the third set but had to fight off Horon's comeback. It was a long, hard, tough match, said Wood.

At No. 3, Graubin couldn't get on track as he lost to Upton 6-4, 6-0. "He played tense tennis," said Wood. "His play. "He couldn't get his rhythm which is the key to his game then started to force his shots."

It was a miracle of miracles," in Wood's words, or DeZeeuw's 6-1, 7-4, 7-6 win over Lucky. At No. 4, DeZeeuw, weakened by the flu, practiced little for the match.

"We're not in the same league," Byrd took a 6-4,7-5 win away from the standard freshman. "Doug played very well," remembered Yard. "He hit a big part of the game to their opponent."

The game concluded with a physical nodive through the second half. When the led began to pull away, the Knights dropped their opponents as the Middle Age Scandinavians would have. Fists flew from both sides as tempers grew longer from the game to a fall with the score deadlocked at 1-1.

Rudy noted three possible reasons for the poor sportmanship of the Americans. They had lost to the Miami (Fla.) Toros, a prestigious soccer team, a few days prior to their trip to the SEC. They were playing their national sport in the United States, which team are supposed to be inferior to them, and they were totally surprised with FTU and its fan base.

"They simply took all the abuse we could take and I feel justified in saying that we didn't have our best time of thing can be avoided, that's why they said," Rudy added.

Rudy stated that FTU had taken control of the game before the overtime and that if the game had continued he and the Knights would have been the winners.

"They were definitely a skilled team but we were inferior to them in class," they said. "They couldn't get the ball past midfield and they only took one shot on goal. We had four shots on goal and were moving the ball very well."

A FTU contingent, based on the results of the win in this week, will be at Miami-Dade University today and tomorrow to compete in the state championships. Gorley thinks FTU will be among the top three along with Florida and Florida International University.

The Knight's last home match of the year is near Friday when they host Washington and Lee University.

By Monte Shoemaker

The FTU wrestling team got an overtime victory last Sunday afternoon as the men's doubles teamuples kept the Knights unblemished hosting FTU, 2-0.

The loss was the first in five matches for Davis, who saw their four game winning streak come to an abrupt halt.

The fact that All-American Pavel Gorley lost for the first time to the Wildcats, 21-4 and ranked 16th nationally, was bad enough but was made worse by Raymond returning with salt to the wound as his two younger partners and exhibited their championship technique.

Jim, a freshman, represented the highlight of the 1972 Olympics at 120 where Joe finished second in last year's tournament before losing only a single match.

Van DeZeeuw, also destined for the All-American honors this year, appeared in the East West Wrestling Classic in Oklahoma City. Monday night.

In the match against Scott Stevens, Jim had complete control of the game and an easy 165 win in the 120-pound match. The win kept IMU undefeated.

By Joe De Salvo

It was a race between Mother Nature and the FTU tennis team. Last Friday afternoon in their home opener against Samford University, at the end, Mother Nature prevailed.

After trailing 6-3 in the singles competition, the Knights were in the midst of a tremendous comeback when darkness quickly descended over the FTU courts.

A mutual agreement between FTU coach, Lex Wood and Samford coach Turner Hagadot , the exciting match was called a tie. When the match was called the Knights were in mid position to take an additional doubles to pull out their first win of the 29-match schedule.

It was three good, respectable, double teams, said Wood after watching the two teams run the courts for over four hours. The doubles took the three matches but the lack of lighting forced us to make the decision, added a disappointed Wood.

In the No. 1 doubles, a flip bitten Mike DeZeeuw reached back for his second wind along with partner Nate Smith to rebound from losing four first set loss, to take the second set 6-4. In the No. 2 singles, where Lucci, who hit the lifetime 6-1, 7-6 decision from Van Riemersdijk, was a one point away from taking the tie-braker in the third set, leading 6-6, Davis sunk back to win 9-6.

Lucci looked like he won the match but he made silly mistakes. Some points were a matter of inches, said a sympathetic Wood.

FTU tennis following their win at No. 2 as Smith took a 4-6,6-1,7-6 decision from Horon. Smith had a comfortable 5-1 lead in the third set but had to fight off Horon's comeback. It was a long, hard, tough match, said Wood.

At No. 3, Graubin couldn't get on track as he lost to Upton 6-4, 6-0. "He played tense tennis," said Wood. "His play. "He couldn't get his rhythm which is the key to his game then started to force his shots."

It was a miracle of miracles," in Wood's words, or DeZeeuw's 6-1, 7-4, 7-6 win over Lucky. At No. 4, DeZeeuw, weakened by the flu, practiced little for the match.

"We're not in the same league," Byrd took a 6-4,7-5 win away from the standard freshman. "Doug played very well," remembered Yard. "He hit a big part of the game to their opponent."

The game concluded with a physical nodive through the second half. When the led began to pull away, the Knights dropped their opponents as the Middle Age Scandinavians would have. Fists flew from both sides as tempers grew longer from the game to a fall with the score deadlocked at 1-1.

Rudy noted three possible reasons for the poor sportmanship of the Americans. They had lost to the Miami (Fla.) Toros, a prestigious soccer team, a few days prior to their trip to the SEC. They were playing their national sport in the United States, which team are supposed to be inferior to them, and they were totally surprised with FTU and its fan base.

"They simply took all the abuse we could take and I feel justified in saying that we didn't have our best time of thing can be avoided, that's why they said," Rudy added.

Rudy stated that FTU had taken control of the game before the overtime and that if the game had continued he and the Knights would have been the winners.

"They were definitely a skilled team but we were inferior to them in class," they said. "They couldn't get the ball past midfield and they only took one shot on goal. We had four shots on goal and were moving the ball very well."

A FTU contingent, based on the results of the win in this week, will be at Miami-Dade University today and tomorrow to compete in the state championships. Gorley thinks FTU will be among the top three along with Florida and Florida International University.

The Knight's last home match of the year is near Friday when they host Washington and Lee University.
Cagers Top Tars, Argos

By Joe De Salvo

As the old saying goes, "Home is where the heart is." In the FTU basketball team's case, it's "Home is where the victory are.*

The Knights continued their supremacy at the Winter Park High gym last Friday night as they broke open a close contest with a second half charge to defeat a taller West Florida squad, 85-73. The win was the seventh in a row at home for Coach Torchy Clark's troops, as they broke a brief two-game losing streak.

The big gun for FTU was the consistent Bennie Shaw who shot a blistering 13-for-15 from the floor for a game high of 29 points. The Argos, who posted a tenacious man to man defense all evening couldn't contain the slick 6-4 guard who missed up 10 shots from driving layups to pretty 20-footers.

FTU gave 100 percent effort as two of their starters, 6'7 Willy Belotte and guard Calvin Lingelbach saw limited action due to ankle sprains. Fortunes Jerry Prather and Bill Corso took up the slack on the boards picking up crucial rebounds. Prather, the 6-3 big surprise for the Knights this season, grabbed eight caroms while the senior transfer Corso at 6-4 gathered in seven missed shots. The Argos missed a total of 46 shots in the game.

The Knights got outstanding efforts from reserves David Green and David Rodjars filling in for the hobbling Belotte and Lingelbach.

The game started out in a defensive battle as the biggest lead for FTU was six points, 19-13 midway in the half. W. Florida behind 6-7 Eddie Harris, 12 points, roared back to take the lead for a brief time 32-31 with just under three minutes remaining in the first stanza. Buckets by Green and Corso evened up the score at the half 36-36. Shaw mustered up 18 of his 29 in the first 39 minutes of play.

A combination of hot shooting from Belotte, Corso and Shaw in the beginning of the final half broke the game wide open as the Knights came away with 10 from 14 3-pointers. Corso and Shaw contributed seven as the Knights now 16-6 dominated the boards in the second half.

Bruce Howard led all Tar scorers with 22 points. Foot- placed Gary Parsons added 17 with 15 of his 20 as the Tars finished their season record slip to 9-9.

Overall, the Knights shot an impressive 58 percent from the floor while the visiting Pensacola shot a flaky 42 percent. Twenty-two turnovers by the Argos didn't help their cause as they fell to 6-9.

Bennie Shaw's 29 points, Corso chalked up 10 while Lingelbach chipped in with 10. The triple threat in the Knights' side was the deciding factor as the team, coed and turban events.

The coed entry from PKA beat the Intramural Slab to win that event.

Coach Torchy Clark gets victory ride after Saturday night's homecoming win over Rollins (Photo by Alan Geerlin)

The FTU basketball team gained a measure of revenge Saturday evening as the Knights topped cross-town rival Rollins for the first time ever, 71-69. If revenge is as sweet as some say, then the win had to be a tasty morsel for Coach Torchy Clark's charges. In all three previous meetings, the Knights came up on the short end of the scoreboard, twice losing by slim margins.

On a night that saw the Tars hold the state's leading scorer Bennie Shaw to 16 points, the Knights looked to freshman Jerry Prather for their firepower.

And s'more away she'd! In all the slender Mississippi native CHAMBERNED in a game-high 30 points while grabbing 11 rebounds, also tops for the contest.

The Tars actually sealed their own fate with turnovers in the game final minute. Holding a slim 7-6 lead Rollins' Marcus Wilson was tripled teamed at midcourt. His fast break was stopped by Willy Beolate, Shaw came up with the loose ball, drove past Wilson, and laid the ball in to give FTU a71-69 lead.

Two more Rollins miscues coupled with four pressure-packed free throws by Cal Lingelbach and Prather put the contest out of reach.

Prather and Shaw got offensive assistance from Bill Green who chipped in 13 markers. Belotte, slowed by an ankle injury, pulled down nine rebounds with Corso contributing seven as the Knights now 16-6 dominated the boards in the second half.

Bruce Howard led all Tar scorers with 22 points. Foot-placed Gary Parsons added 17 with 15 of his 20 as the Tars finished their season record slip to 9-9.

The weekend the Knights take to the road, a place where their success has been limited this season. Tonight they travel to Tallahassee to face the always powerful Rattlers of Florida A&M. Saturday night FTU crosses the border to face a strong Georgia Southeastern team.

By Pat Murray

The FTU basketball team gained a measure of revenge Saturday evening as the Knights topped cross-town rival Rollins for the first time ever, 71-69. If revenge is as sweet as some say, then the win had to be a tasty morsel for Coach Torchy Clark's charges. In all three previous meetings, the Knights came up on the short end of the scoreboard, twice losing by slim margins.

On a night that saw the Tars hold the state's leading scorer Bennie Shaw to 16 points, the Knights looked to freshman Jerry Prather for their firepower.

And s'more away she'd! In all the slender Mississippi native CHAMBERNED in a game-high 30 points while grabbing 11 rebounds, also tops for the contest.

The Tars actually sealed their own fate with turnovers in the game final minute. Holding a slim 7-6 lead Rollins' Marcus Wilson was tripled teamed at midcourt. His fast break was stopped by Willy Beolate, Shaw came up with the loose ball, drove past Wilson, and laid the ball in to give FTU a71-69 lead.

Two more Rollins miscues coupled with four pressure-packed free throws by Cal Lingelbach and Prather put the contest out of reach.

Prather and Shaw got offensive assistance from Bill Green who chipped in 13 markers. Belotte, slowed by an ankle injury, pulled down nine rebounds with Corso contributing seven as the Knights now 16-6 dominated the boards in the second half.

Bruce Howard led all Tar scorers with 22 points. Foot-placed Gary Parsons added 17 with 15 of his 20 as the Tars finished their season record slip to 9-9.

The weekend the Knights take to the road, a place where their success has been limited this season. Tonight they travel to Tallahassee to face the always powerful Rattlers of Florida A&M. Saturday night FTU crosses the border to face a strong Georgia Southeastern team.

The FTU basketball team gained a measure of revenge Saturday evening as the Knights topped cross-town rival Rollins for the first time ever, 71-69. If revenge is as sweet as some say, then the win had to be a tasty morsel for Coach Torchy Clark's charges. In all three previous meetings, the Knights came up on the short end of the scoreboard, twice losing by slim margins.

On a night that saw the Tars hold the state's leading scorer Bennie Shaw to 16 points, the Knights looked to freshman Jerry Prather for their firepower.

And s'more away she'd! In all the slender Mississippi native CHAMBERNED in a game-high 30 points while grabbing 11 rebounds, also tops for the contest.

The Tars actually sealed their own fate with turnovers in the game final minute. Holding a slim 7-6 lead Rollins' Marcus Wilson was tripled teamed at midcourt. His fast break was stopped by Willy Beolate, Shaw came up with the loose ball, drove past Wilson, and laid the ball in to give FTU a71-69 lead.

Two more Rollins miscues coupled with four pressure-packed free throws by Cal Lingelbach and Prather put the contest out of reach.

Prather and Shaw got offensive assistance from Bill Green who chipped in 13 markers. Belotte, slowed by an ankle injury, pulled down nine rebounds with Corso contributing seven as the Knights now 16-6 dominated the boards in the second half.

Bruce Howard led all Tar scorers with 22 points. Foot-placed Gary Parsons added 17 with 15 of his 20 as the Tars finished their season record slip to 9-9.

The weekend the Knights take to the road, a place where their success has been limited this season. Tonight they travel to Tallahassee to face the always powerful Rattlers of Florida A&M. Saturday night FTU crosses the border to face a strong Georgia Southeastern team.
Library Exhibits Missing

Of the last four exhibitions held in the library lobby, articles have disappeared from two and vandalism has occurred in a third, according to Tony Logan, director of instructional media.

From the student exhibition in the Fall, a glass sculpture belonging to John White was stolen.

An 8X10 black and white print of a hunting scene was taken from the exhibit entitled Early Photographic Images and Imaging Equipment. This exhibit is held each Fall quarter, because the History of Photography course is always taught during that time.

During the last showing of the Fall, the final collection, articles priced at $30 disappeared. Those articles are actually priceless.

Missing are two large wall hangings described as "tie dye on velvet" and one grouping of four color photos in a single frame.

Dorothy Kannon, instructional media, is responsible for arranging for the exhibits and displaying them. She said, "FTU has a good reputation for art exhibitions in the library lobby."

Logan added, "The practice is becoming more regular with each exhibit. Art circles are a close knit group. If word gets around that FTU is a ripoff, they will no longer want to place their exhibits here."

Logan also said that if articles continue to disappear, the insurance rates will increase. It might become necessary to discontinue the practice of art exhibitions in the library lobby.

Logan said he would appreciate any information anyone might have about the missing objects.

Parking Violators Recieve Protection

By Walt Morris

The "parking violations appeal board" may be a reality before June.

FTU Student Government (SG) Attorney General David Boone is working on the rough draft for the proposed board and hopes to present it to the FTU Senate soon.

"It's important to get safe guards so that everyone is protected," said Boone. "The board should be open to students, faculty and staff.

Tickets for parking violations have been raised from $2 to $15. The raise was to conform with the Florida Uniform Disposition of Traffic Infractions Act.

The new law was passed by the State Legislature last session and requires state universities to raise parking fines to the higher levels.

Boone said he believes the board is needed, because it would be familiar with the problems on campus.

Boone said a violation could be appealed to the Orlando Municipal Court if the board was created. "However, as I understand it, you subject yourself to a higher fine if you appeal to a municipal court."

Boone said two problems are hindering progress on the board. "One is if the board could legally encompass all the university publics and two is the school is looking scholarship money because it is the money from fines I'm going to Orlando."

John Smith, director of the campus police, said the only courtesy citations were given the first four weeks of the quarter.

Smith said the Board of Regents oked the use of the oldest schedule if the fine is paid within seven days.

The campus police have given about 2,400 courtesy citations this quarter.